Custom all day comfort

Gala® II is designed to fit your body. The task seating series delivers custom support with the choice of three back heights, three seat sizes and four mechanisms. Its ergonomic backrest is made even more comfortable with an optional Schukra depth adjustable lumbar support.

Seating shown in Fusion, Flax, Allante, Pearl Grey and CF Stinson Deflection, Cobalt.
Gala II task chairs and stools are available with or without arms to support a range of dynamic postures and tasks. Heavy duty models provide exceptional durability in 24/7 applications. Gala II features a pull over upholstery cover along with a sealed and finished seat pan for easy housekeeping and infection prevention.

Seating shown in Allante, Galaxy and in Allante, Pearl Grey.
Build it to fit you

1 select your back height

- High back
- Medium back
- Low back

2 select your seat

- Petite seat
- Standard seat
- Generous seat

3 select your mechanism

- Task
  - Synchro-tilter (shown)
  - Multi-tilter
  - Posture task
  - Heavy duty synchro-tilter

base options

- Standard Black
- Polished Aluminium

Seating shown in Fusion, Flax.
Heavy duty model (not shown) is designed for 24/7 applications to provide exceptional support and comfort throughout the work day.

Back support upright is 3" wide for extra strength.

Optional back sealed seam available.

Vertical back height ratchet adjustment of 5.25" is standard on all models (except task chairs).

Optional Schukra™ depth adjustable lumbar support mechanism for personalized back support and comfort.

Four mechanisms to choose from: Task, synchro-tilter, multi-tilter and posture task.

Seating shown in Fusion, Flax.

Bases are available in Black and Polished Aluminum.

One-piece curved back features a pull over style upholstery cover for easy housekeeping and infection prevention.

Available in three back heights and three seat sizes to fit a person's body type and movements while at work.

3D height adjustable arms with self-skinned urethane (SSU) armcaps are standard on models with arms.

Optional moisture barrier on seat (below the textile) is available.

Side activated sliding seat depth adjustment is standard on multi-tilters and synchro-tilter.

Waterfall seamless seat front design with high density Ultracell foam for superior comfort and longevity.

Underside of seat pan is completely sealed.

Dual wheel carpet casters are standard, optional dual wheel casters for hard flooring are available.

Optional Schukra™ depth adjustable lumbar support mechanism for personalized back support and comfort.
It’s in the details

Low Back
16.5” high
16.5” high, heavy duty

Medium Back
20.5” high
20.5” high, heavy duty

High Back
24.5” high
24.5” high, heavy duty

Medium Back Stool
20” high
20.5” high, heavy duty

Petite Seat
18.5” wide

Standard Seat
20.5” wide

Generous Seat
21.5” wide

Mechanisms

Task

Synchro-tilter

Multi-tilter

Posture task

Features

Vari-width adjustable arm extensions are standard which allow the arms to move away from the seat by 2” on each side to allow space if desired for broader hip widths

One-piece curved back and seat cushion comfortably match body shape

Posture task

High density Ultraceil foam seat with waterfall front and seamless upholstery cover

Standard dual wheel carpet casters

Optional dual wheel hard floor casters

Bases

Standard Black

Optional Polished Aluminum

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications. Cover: Seating shown in CF Stinson Deflection, Cobalt.